WEBSITE DIRECTORY
Get to Know the Parts of a Debit or Credit Card
https://www.thebalance.com/parts-of-a-debit-orcredit-card-front-and-back-315489
Information diving
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c81NYcP2C0E
Estimating Password-Cracking Times
https://www.betterbuys.com/estimating-passwordcracking-times/
PaySafeCard
https://www.paysafecard.com/el-cy/
PayPal
https://www.paypal.com/cy/home
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What is ‘IT Security?


A set of cybersecurity strategies that prevents
unauthorized access to organizational assets such as
computers, networks and data



It maintains the integrity and confidentiality of sensitive
information, blocking the access of sophisticated hackers

What do online banks offer:

Internet
Security
Banking



Customers spend less time in banks



Opportunities for international banking



The process for any activity is fast and efficient



Available throughout the year and from any place with Internet connection



Able to monitor any time the account



Easily detect any threats, such as fraudulent activity on the
account

The main disadvantages of online banking:


The account can get hacked by unauthorized people over the
internet



When the bank’s server does not work, the customer can’t use
internet banking



If the internet connection is weak, it may be difficult for the
customer to establish with certainty whether the transaction
has been successful



Some banks provide inadequate services for their internet
banking system, in contrast to the services provided when
physically visiting the bank

What should we look in a website


Secure connection – https



Digital Certificates – Lock pad

Unsecure connection:
The warning signal represents the lack of security which means that our
credentials (username and password) will not be transmitted in an encrypted form. So, this poses a risk for sensitive information to be hijacked and stolen by hackers and used for their own benefit.

Two types of encryption:


Symmetric encryption (Private key encryption)

Is a type of encryption where only one key (a secret key) is used to
both encrypt and decrypt information. The entities cooperating via
symmetric encryption must exchange the key so that it can be used
in the decryption process.
While symmetric encryption is not as secure as asymmetric encryption, it is faster and more efficient and is usually used for encrypting
large amounts of data, e.g. for database encryption.

Secure connection:
A secure connection is a connection that is encrypted by one or more
security protocols to ensure the security of the page. The information
that sent and received with that page is private.

Why do we need encryption when sending and
receiving data?




Encryption – Applying on data a mathematical function
(Algorithm) which makes the data scrambled so that they cannot
be read by unauthorized users
Decryption – Inverse of encryption. Turning encrypted text into
readable plain text



Asymmetric encryption (Private key encryption)

Asymmetric encryption, also known as public key encryption, uses
public and private keys to encrypt and decrypt data. The keys are
simply large numbers that have been combined together but are not
identical (asymmetric).
A sender requests for a public key from the receiver. The receiver
generates a private and public key and sends only the public key.
The data are then encrypted with the public key and only the receiver can decrypted them with his private key.

What is an internet credit card:

Digital Certificate:


A digital certificate verifies the authenticity and legitimacy of a
website



A web browser may display an unsafe digital certificate alert
but still permit user entry



An internet card is a prepaid card, issued by a bank.



This card is in the customer’s name and can be used
as a credit card.



The customer can request the
bank to issue an ‘Internet Card’
and prepay the amount that they
wish to have on it.



The customer can use the card for online purchases until
the amount is spent.

Advantages of Internet Card:


They are accepted worldwide



The customer can’t spend more.
It is easier to control the spending
and keep records



Reloading is simple
No foreign-exchange fees on
purchases



A warning signal indicates that the website may pose a threat
and a security risk





A secure website has a digital certificate confirming that it is
secure and genuine

Disadvantages of Internet Card:


Various charges : application
fees, monthly fees ,top-up fees,
transaction fees (eg 3% of the
value of each purchase), inactivity fees



The customer can’t build credit
history

3D Secure Credit card payments:
3D Secure helps to authenticate a
customers’ credit card. It guarantees a
higher level of protection against fraudulent card use.


The latest development in online
purchases.



Simple, fast, effective.

Social Engineering:
“The art of manipulating people so they give up
confidential information”
Examples:


Phishing emails



Get private information through phone calls



Gain sensitive data using social
media

Before a financial transaction is completed a one-time code (OTP) will be
generated by your Bank and will be sent
via SMS on your mobile phone that you
have

Contactless
payments

Credit

card



Contactless cards essentially use a
radio-frequency to communicate
with a card reader.



The reader essentially illuminates
the smart-card with energy so as to
power it on and then be able to
communicate with the card.



Have a limit of 20 Euros / 30 Pounds
for each transaction without PIN
code.

Shoulder Surfing:
It is a type of social engineering technique to obtain
information such as personal identification numbers,
passwords and other confidential data by looking over the
victim's shoulder. You should be aware when you are using
your laptop or phone in public places such as cafes or libraries
for scammers which may see your username, passwords and
credit card information.

Information diving
The information diving is the practice of recovering information from discarded material:
From disposed computer devices and storages, e.g. HDDs,
CDs, DVDs, Floppies, external HDDs, USB sticks

Protecting our personal & Financial data:



Credit/debit cards



Keep Antivirus software up-to-date



From hard copies, e.g. papers, receipts from financial
cards and/or bank transfers



Keep Operating System up-to-date



Install a Firewall



Have complex passwords



Change passwords in frequent basis



Do not run files from suspicious emails and
websites



Log off from your personal accounts
(social media & bank website)



Keep an eye on your bank account transactions



Make online purchases from credible sites



Be up to date with current security scams
and vulnerabilities



We should avoid disposing devices which can hold sensitive
data such as hard disks and external storage devices and when

Pharming:
Pharming is the case where a hacker
attacks a DNS server which stores the
URL addresses of websites sending the
user to a fake website without his
knowledge. The user may enter his
username, passwords and the hacker will
immediately gain access to his personal
information.

What is a ‘PaySafeCard’?

Tips for strong passwords:


Must use strong passwords, including letters,
numbers and special characters – at least 8
characters



Passwords must not be shared and should be
changed regularly



Weak passwords:
abcde, 1234, john



Example of a strong password:
g(A5+dT_k43%@8_H



Use passphrases instead of passwords



Passwords can be broken: but how long
would it take?



A prepaid online payment method based on vouchers with
a 16-digit PIN code.



Customers can obtain the voucher at outlets which sells
these cards and use the card for online purchases by
entering the code at the checkout.



They can use the voucher as long as it has credit
remaining on.

Advantages of PaySafeCard

Disadvantages of
PaySafeCard

It is a secure payment method.
The bank account or the credit
card data won’t be at any risk of
fraud or stealing

There is a limit of 1000 euros.

Customer personal and financial
information will remain
completely secure and
anonymous

It is not suitable for online
gambling

Paying with PaySafeCard is quick
and simple

It doesn't allow customers to
withdraw money

The remaining balance on PINs
can be used for any payment

Customers can’t overdraw their
funds

Customers can choose the value
of their PIN as needed

PaySafeCard charge a monthly
maintenance fee

What is ‘PayPal’?


PayPal is a service that gives you the
opportunity to pay, receive payments and transfer money.



Customers need to register their credit card or debit card with a
PayPal account.



Then, they can pay by choosing PayPal at checkout, logging into
their PayPal account and confirming the payment.

PayPal members are able to:


Transfer money from their bank account to their PayPal
account.



Transfer money from their PayPal account to another
member’s PayPal.



Get a PayPal debit card.



Get information regarding their PayPal account.

Advantages of PayPal

Disadvantages of PayPal

Credit card security

PayPal does not adhere to the same
laws and regulations as banks

PayPal transfers are instant

PayPal can freeze some accounts

The PayPal account is secure

PayPal may hold on to your

No annual membership fees, no
processing fees, no service
charges

PayPal verification system takes
time

Selected retailers have discounts
for PayPal customers
Flexible online payments. Customers have the opportunity to pay via
credit card and to take funds from
other PayPal account

